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Language Arts
This course equips students with the essential language arts skills needed throughout their academic careers. Students read and analyze a variety of informational and fictional texts. Instruction and reading strategies accompany reading selections to help engage students in the text and sharpen their comprehension.
Students express their ideas and knowledge using standard (formal) English in written and oral assignments.
Writing expressive, analytical, and procedural compositions helps students develop communication skills
necessary in today’s world. Vocabulary is taught explicitly and through an array of vocabulary acquisition
strategies that give students the tools to independently increase their vocabulary. Students study grammar,
usage, and mechanics; and practice sentence analysis, sentence structure, and proper punctuation. Portfolios created by students provide a platform for them to set goals, monitor their progress, and reflect on
their accomplishments and challenges. The course includes discussion activities that engage students in the
curriculum while creating a sense of community.

Math
In this Grade 6 mathematics course, students deepen their understanding of multiplication and division of
fractions to apply their knowledge to divide fractions by fractions, with an additional focus on increasing efficiency and fluency. Students gain a foundation in the concepts of ratio and rate as an extension of their work
with whole number multiplication and division, and in preparation for work with proportional relationships
in Grade 7. Students also make connections among area, volume, and surface area, and continue to lay the
groundwork for deep algebraic understanding by interpreting and using expressions and equations.

Earth Science
The Earth Science curriculum builds on the natural curiosity of students. By connecting them to the beauty of
geological history, the amazing landforms around the globe, the nature of the sea and air, and the newest discoveries about our universe, the curriculum gives students an opportunity to relate to their everyday world.
Students will explore topics such as the fundamentals of geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy; Earth’s minerals and rocks; Earth’s interior; plate tectonics, earthquakes, volcanoes, and the movements
of continents; geology and the fossil record; the oceans and the atmosphere; and the solar system and the
universe. Lesson assignments help students discover how scientists investigate the science of our planet.

American History
The second half of a detailed two-year survey of the history of the United States, this course takes students
from the westward movement of the late 1800s to the present. Lessons integrate topics in geography, civics,
and economics. Building on the award-winning series A History of US, the course guides students through
critical episodes in the story of America. Students examine the impact of the settlement of the American
West; investigate the social, political, and economic changes that resulted from industrialization; explore the
changing role of the U.S. in international affairs from the late 19th century through the end of the Cold War;
and trace major events and trends in the United States from the Cold War through the first decade of the
twenty-first century.

Art
Following the timeline of the History program, Intermediate Art: American A introduces students to the
artists, cultures, and great works of art and architecture of North America, from pre-Columbian times through
1877. For example, after studying John James Audubon’s extraordinary paintings of birds, students make bird
paintings with realistic color and texture, and they make weavings inspired by the colors and patterns of Navajo blankets. During this course, students will: (1) Study and create various works, both realistic and abstract,
including sketches, masks, architectural models, prints, and paintings (2) Investigate the arts of the American
Indians, and Colonial and Federal America (3) Learn about Impressionism, Cubism, Art Nouveau, Regionalism,
and more (4) Create artworks inspired by works they learn about, using many materials and techniques.

Spotlight on Music
Spotlight on Music promotes successful music learning as students explore and build foundational music
skills. The program includes enriching musical experiences that help students understand music concepts.
Students are exposed to a variety of interactive learning activities, such as focused listening, singing, creative
movement, dancing, real and virtual instruments, authentic recordings, videos, music theory exercises, and
playing the recorder (grades 3–8). Spotlight on Music provides opportunities for students to make meaningful
connections with math, language arts, science, social studies, and other subjects.

